
TODDLER BOX MAZE

Cut a whole in a box or box lid and see if
your toddler can tilt the box to get the

ball through the whole.
 

CONSTRUCTION SENSORY BIN

Combining oats & construction vehicles
creates the perfect, safe multi-sensory
bin for your little builder.

POPSICLE STICK BUSY BIN

From sorting colors to counting to
developing fine motor skills, this box is for

you! Add colored popsicle sticks, containers,
cups and more to support math and motor

skills. 

BUSY BOX IDEAS
Technology box: mouse, remote, CD's, etc.
Measuring box: tape measure, cups, ruler, pen, paper, etc.
Large magnets, cookie sheet
Playdough, tools, trucks, & rocks
Easter eggs & colored pom poms
Baby dolls, doll accessories, & clothes
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PLAY & LEARNING

LET US HELP!
Regardless of where you are in your early
care and education journey, we’re here to
help. Browse or search our resource center
for tools, tips, and timely advice, created by
our experts at no cost to you.



COLOR SORTING
Toddlers are natural sorters. Whether it is

sorting colored pom poms into ice cube
trays or muffin tins or creating a fancy

sorting game with toilet paper rolls, your
toddler is going to love sorting their colors!

STRINGING CEREAL

Pipe cleaners are the perfect tool to begin
practicing stringing. Don't fuss searching
for large beads and use round cereal
instead.

WASH CLOTH & WATER
Let your baby or toddler splash around
and practice cleaning. Put water, a few

toys, and a wash cloth on their tray and
see what they do. This is the perfect after-

dinner activity on a hot day!

TAPE YOUR TOYS

Use masking, painters, or washi tape to
tape toys and balls to their tray to
promote fine motor development and
problem solving.
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